
Parent/ Carer Information Sheet 

Autumn Term 2 2019-20 

Yellow Base. 

 

What would happen if a story came to life? 

 

 
 

 

Topic Question What would happen if a story came to life? 

Topic Celebration Winter Carnival and performance of The Elves 

and the Shoemaker 

English/ Literacy FS2  Continue to learn individual letter 

sounds, begin to apply in reading and writing, 

use continuous provision, outdoors and 

books to record 

 

Y1 Write a recount about our half term 

holidays 

Write a character profile of Guy Fawkes 

FS2/ Y1  Sequence the story, The Elves and 

the Shoemaker and write a profile about the 

characters in the story 

Mathematics FS2 Reading, writing, counting, ordering and 

using numbers to 10 

Using numicon and other apparatus to 

partition and make numbers to 10 

 

Y1 Subtraction 

2D shape 
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Place value 11-20 

Science/ The World FS2/Y1 Name, describe and sort different 

materials in our environment 

 

Continue to notice seasonal change 

happening around us as autumn turns to 

winter 

ICT/ Computing FS2 Give simple instructions- Beebot 

programmable toys 

Y1 Give instructions to plan a route. Transfer 

skills to simple programming robot on 

Purplemash 

Geography/ The World FS2/ Y1 Find out about different Christmas 

traditions around the world 

History/ The World FS2/ Y1 Find out about the historical events 

around The Gunpowder Plot and who Guy 

Fawkes was as a significant historical figure 

 

Explore why we remember on 11/11 every year 

and the significance of the poppy 

Art/ DT FS2/ Y1 All to contribute to making a poppy 

wreath to take to the war memorial on 11/11 

 

Explore a variety of media and effects on dark 

paper linked to Bonfire Night: Chalk/ splatter/ 

marbelling 

PE FS2/ Y1 Gymnastics 

Develop travelling, climbing and jumping 

skills on large apparatus 



PSHE FS2/ Y1 Friendship week, Week Commencing 

11/11: Being kind to others and knowing how 

to be a good friend 

SEAL: Getting on and Falling Out, resolving 

conflicts appropriately 

RE FS2 To know the Christmas Story 

 

Y1 To know why we give presents at 

Christmas and that  Christians believe that 

Jesus was a gift to the world 

Music FS2/ Y1 Exploring duration, making long and 

short notes 

Learning Christmas performance songs 

Visits/ Visitors War memorial visit to Weston Park on 11/11 

Pantomime theatre visit on 18/12 

 

 

 

If you require any further  information please speak to the class teacher. 


